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Making use of Dunford’s approach to the Lebesgue integral, which 
imitates hedefinition of real numbers given by Cantor (see [8]), in the 
book by Dunford and Schwartz [9] the integration of a function with 
respect to acontent (=hnitely additive setfunction) a dwith respect to a
measure is unified. 
The aim of the present paper is to exhibit the intrinsic uniform structure 
of the theory which comes out from such aunification. It is shown that he 
results ofbasic haracter of the Dunford-Schwartz in egration are ot 
founded onthe special nature of the space of simple functions, f the space 
of (totally) measurable functions a dof the integral operator. Rather such 
results are determined by the interplay of two uniformities, denoted by@ 
and e0 in the sequel, on two sets S and Lo where Sc Lo. Results involving 
the Riesz-space structure, thedominated convergence theorem, for 
example, can also be proved in the very general setting ofthis paper. 
They are based on the interaction of these uniformities w than order 
relation on L, making Lo a lattice andS a sublattice of Lo. The idea of 
such an interaction is made precise with the concept of uniform lattice 
defined below. 
We should not have gone so deeply to the “heart” ofintegration if the 
previous papers [ 11, 7, 23 had not pointed out its fundamental aspects. In 
particular [ 111 is of the main relevance forour paper which extends, in 
special cases (the most important) theresults of the first part of [ll]. 
Our paper is organized in two parts: while the core of the paper, namely 
the integration, is i  the second part, he first contains a few results that are 
applied inthe second. 
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SOME USEFUL RESULTS 
We start with aresult, etus say, internal to the theory ofuniform spaces 
and whose proof (based onthe so-called principle of extension by uniform 
continuity) will not be given here. This result first appeared in[12, 
Satz 1.51. Something related but not so precise is also available in [S]. 
THEOREM 1. Let us assume that D is a dense subset of the uniform space 
(X, Y). Then the lattice ofall uniformities on X coarser than Y and the 
lattice of all uniformities on D coarser than TD are lattice-isomorphic. The 
lattice isomorphism is the restriction mapping W” c* “w;, .
DEFINITION 1. A lattice endowed with a uniformity that makes 
uniformly continuous thetwo lattice op rations v and A will be called a 
uniform lattice. In this case the uniformity s said to be compatible with the 
lattice structure. 
Uniform lattices have been reintroduced by T. Traynor in the 1983 
Oberwolfach Conference (Lecture Notes in Math., Vol. 1089, Springer- 
Verlag, New York/Berlin) under the name of lattices with a&V-uniformity 
and by H. Weber in [ 131 to have aunique treatment of locally solid Riesz 
spaces (cf. [ 11) and Frechet-Nikodym topologies on Boolean rings (cf. [6] 
for elevant references). However, tothe best of our knowledge, thevery 
first paper containing thenotion of uniform lattice is that by T. G. 
Kiseleva [lo]. 
The following theorem generalizes [3, Theorem 2.5; 11, Theorem 1.2.21. 
THEOREM 2. Let us assume that D is a dense sublattice of the uniform 
lattice (X, V) and that VI and Vz are two uniformities coarser than -Y- and 
both compatible with the lattice structure of X. 
Set I,= (YEX: y<x). If ^y; is coarser than “y; on DnI,,for all dgD, 
then it follows that V, is coarser than ?Kj on Z, for any x E X. 
Proof: We first prove that < is coarser than vz on Z, whenever dED. 
Let y E Id and, since dy =X, It (d,) be a net of points in D which 
f-converges to y. It follows that 
or 
An application of Theorem 1to (Id, %$,J and to its dense subset Z,n D, 
gives the assertion. 
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Let’s now consider the general case. We must obtain that VI ,,., c Vzllr for 
x E x. 
Let U, E “y; .We show the xistence of Uz E Vz such that U2 n (I, x I,) L 
U, n (Ix I,). By the definition of u iform lattice, we certainly determine 
U’, U” E VI such that 
U’ 0 U’ 0 U’ c u, (1) 
and 
U” A A E U’, (2) 
where A denotes the diagonal ofX and (a, b) A (c, d) is defined as
(a A c, bA d). 
Afterwords let de D be such that (x, d) E U”. From what we have 
previously proved, wecan determine U; 6 V* such that 
U’ n (I, x Id) 2 U; n (Id x Id). (3) 
Finally et U, E -y^z such that 
u2 A AC U;. 
Only the implication 
(4) 
remains tobe checked. Since (3) and (4), we have 
and, by means of (2), 
(fAX,fAd)&(gAd,gAX)E:U”/\d~U’ 
from which, by (I), (f, g) = (j- Ax, g A x) E U, . 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 1. Let M and L be two subsets, with MG L, of the uniform space 
(X, V) and let WI and W be two uniformities on L uch that qL and “w; 
are coarser than W. 
Assume that whenever x s~X~,s limit in (X, Y) of a WI-Cauchy net 
(x,)cM, then xeL and x, ’ b x. 
In such a hypothesis if XE tf: is, limit in (X, Y) of a fl-Cauchy net 
(x,)cI%?“, thenxELandx,dx. 
Proof. Let x E X, (x,) cRW, x, (x,**)+ x, and (x,) 1W;-Cauchy. Let us 
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consider indices B := (a, W), where WE Y#‘-, forming a direct set by means 
of the rule “PI = (cur, W ) < /I2 = (a,, W,) o aI < a2 & W, 3 W,.” For any 
/I =(a, W), the point mg exists inA4 such that (mB, x,) EW. Set yB = x,. 
Clearly wecan write 
(m,, Y&E W for all j3 =(a, W). (5) 
mp -A x. Let VE V and let a0 be such that (x, x,) EV for all a2 ao. 
Set W. = Vn (L x L). We can consider the index /IO = (ao, W,) and for 
b 2 PO, we have both ( yp, x) E I/ and ( ys, mB) E V so that (mp, x) E l/o V. 
(ms) is fl-Cauchy. For a given iJ1 Efl let a’ be such that a,, a2 2 a’ 
gives C-G, , xa2) E U, . If PI, P2 2 (a’, U,), then (q,, ya,) E Wi G U1 and 
(%I 2 maz)~U1~U1~U1. 
From the assumption we can deduce that XE L and that ma -% x. 
Finally x,2 x holds because of(5). 
THE DUNFORD~CHWARTZ INTEGRATION 
The following notations will be used throughout the sequel: (Lo, eo) is 
a uniform space, S is a subset ofLo, and %! is a uniformity on S. 
DEFINITION 2. Given anet (s,) of points inS and a point xE Lo, we 
shall say that (s,) determines x whenever (x,) converges to x in (Lo, eo) 
and it is Cauchy in (S, %!). 
It is straightforward to prove that here exists a directed s t, say A, such 
that if apoint is determined by some net, then it is certainly determined by 
a net defined onA. Because of this, and to simplify notations, we shall 
consider throughout the sequel only nets defined onthis common set of 
indices. 
However, the results stated below involving nets are obviously true for 
arbitrarily indexed nets. 
By L, we shall denote the subset ofLo consisting of those points ofLo 
that are determined by some net contained in S. If UE 9, then U* will 
denote the subset ofL1 x L, consisting of those points (x1, x2) for which a
net (s,,,, s J exists inU such that (s,J determines xi.
The next definition poi ts out the uniform structures we shall bedealing 
with. 
DEFINITION 3. We shall say that (Lo, S, ao, %) is a D-space if, given 
two nets (s,) and (3:) in S both determining the same point of L,, then for 
any U E f!?/ we have ventually (s,, s&) EU. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Zf (L,, S,%,,,%) isa D-space, then {U*: UE%!) is a 
base for a uniformity %, on L, . 
Proof. It is trivial that {U*: U E 4!} is a filter base on LI x L, whose 
elements contain the diagonal ofL, and that each U* contains a (V*) -’ 
for asuitably chosen VE 9. Further ifwe assume I/o Vo VG U (U and V 
in %), then V* 0 V* c U*. Indeed if (x, z), (z, y) E I/*, let (s,,,) and (s,,,) 
be two nets in S determining respectively x andy and let (s,,,) and (cJ,,~) 
be two nets determining z with (s~,~, s, ~), (oa,=, s,,,)E I/. From the 
hypothesis that (L,, S, 4!&,, %) is a D-space (s,,;, ~J~,;)E V and 
bZ,.X? SC&) ) EU hold eventually so that (x, y) E U*. 
So in the case that (L,, S, 4?$, %) is assumed to be a D-space, wecan 
construct on L, a new uniformity %I that, asProposition 2 shows, extends 
% from S to L, in such a way that if Q dominates @,, then also the 
extension %!Idoes. 
Henceforth (L,, S, eO, a) is assumed to be a D-space. 
Remark. Clearly ifxE S is determined by (s,), then the latter %-tends 
to x. On the other hand if we do not assume xE S, then from the fact that 
tl, /I >c1,, implies ( ,, sa) EU (E%)), it follows that (s,, x)E U* if ~12 a,; that 
is, we have proved the implication 
From this 
(s,) determines x a , L X. (*) 
clearly holds. 
PROWSITION 2. The restriction of (%Ito S coincides with 4?. Moreover 
the following equivalence holds: 
Proof. From U* 2 U, it is obvious that %r is coarser than % on S. To 
get he inverse inclusion we prove that if UE % then U* n (S x S) C_ 0”. In 
fact ake (x, y) E U* n (S x S) and let x be determined by (s,,,) and y by 
(s,, Jwhere (s,,,, s y) E: U. As previously remarked, wehave s,,, --% x 
and s r, y--% y so that (x, y) E U”. 
Now we prove that %O,L,~%,~%O,S~%. Let U,,E%!~ and let UE@ 
such that UE U, A (S x S). We have U* G i7y n (L, xL,) which proves 
the assertion. 
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If (X, V) is any uniform space, weset N(T) := fl Y and, of course, if
Xz Ythen N(qy)=N(V)n(Yx Y). 
PR~P~~IT~ON 3. ( 1) N( eO, L, )_c N( a1 ); 
(2) ~~,sc~'~N(~~,.,)=N(~~,). 
ProoJ (1) Let (x, JJ)EN(%~,~,), thatis, x, YE& and (x, Y)E U,, for 
all U,-, E qO. If (s,) is a net determining x, clearly it determines y also and, 
by (*), @i-converges both to x and to y. From that, (x, y) E N(%i) follows. 
(2) Trivial by (1) and Proposition 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let XE L, and let (x,) be a Cauchy net in the space 
(L,,9&). Ifx,*x, thenxEL, andx,Ax. 
Prooj First observe that he assertion s certainly true if the net (x,) is 
made of points ofS, namely determines x. 
The general case follows u ing (**) and invoking Lemma 1 with the 
position (X L, M w, %, V = (Lo, L, S, % v %lL,, %, +%). 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that on S the uniformity @, is coarser than a. 
Then f the uniform space (LO, @,) is complete, thespace (L, al) is 
complete oo. 
ProoJ Indeed let (x,) be a Cauchy net in (L,, ai). By Proposition 2, 
(x,) is also 4&Cauchy, hence converges toa point x in (L,, 9&J. By 
Theorem 3, x E L, and x, 5 x. 
COROLLARY 2. If we assume that L is a subset ofL, which contains S, 
then (L,,  L, 4&, 4?/, , J is a D-space. 
Proof: Two nets in L that determine the same point x, in the sense that 
they are eO-converging to x and @, ,L Cauchy, because ofTheorem 3are 
both @i-converging to x;the assertion f llows. 
Remark. It is now evident that if SE L E L,, the space (L,, L, #!,,, al L) 
can be used to repeat the construction hatwe have previously used to 
generate the space (L,, %,) from (L,, S, ?&,, %). If we denote by (L;, @!;) 
the space that is obtained with this iterated construction, the  it coincides 
with the space (L,, %,). 
Proof: L, = L\. The inclusion L,E Li simply follows from the 
definition and the fact that ql, s= 4%. L; c L, follows, on the contrary, from 
Theorem 3. 
ai = a’;. Bases, respectively for ?&, and a’;, are of course { U*: U E %!} 
and {[U* n (Lx L)] (*): U E%‘> where the meaning of the symbol A(*‘, for 
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A EL x L, is similar tothat of U* for UE % (the difference is that he 
Cauchy condition s in %, , L not in %i, s= @). The relation 
U* E [U* n (L x L)]“) EU*@’ for all UEf% 
proves the assertion. In itthe first inclusion uses only %, , s G % while the 
second still needs Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let S c L E L, and let V be a uniformity on L such that 
(1) Sy’=L 
(2) ";.s=@ 
(3) %,LC”y. 
It follows that (L, Y) is auniform subspace of (L,, aI), namely, L cL, and 
Y”=B,,L. 
Proof L c L1. A net in S which V-converges to apoint of L, since we 
are assuming hypotheses (2)and (3), necessarily determines it.
Y-z%,,,. Let UE% and (x, y)~ 17~. If (s@,~, s, ~“) is a net in U that 
V-tends to (x, y), from our hypothesis it follows that (x, y) E U*. 
Consequently U* n (L x L) 2 0”’ but since 0’. E“Y-, S being Y-dense in 
L, the assertion s proved. 
Having WIL)ls=~lIs= @ = q,, from Theorem 1, Iv- =%, , L follows. 
From Theorem 4, Proposition 2, a d (* *) we get he following 
COROLLARY 3. Assume that on S the uniformity % isfiner than @,,. Then 
on L, there exists a unique untformity “Y-, namely $YI, satisfying 
(1) S’=L, 
(2) "y;s=@ 
(3) %,L, 5v. 
We assume for the sequel that (L,, %,,) and (S, @) are uniform lattices 
and that Sis a sublattice of LO. 
LEMMA 2. If the nets (x,) and (y,) of S determine respectively x and , 
then the nets (x, A y,) and (x, v y,) determine x A y and x v y, 
respectively. 
PROPOSITION 4. L1 is a sublattice of L,. 
PR~~O~ITI~N 5. (L, C& ) is a uniform lattice. 
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Proof: We must prove that for any UE @ there exists VE@! such that 
(v* A v*)u(v* v V*)EU*. For that let (VA V)u(Vv V)cU. If 
(f, g)E V* A V* then (f, g)= (iI, yl) A thy h)= (h A 42, y1 A YJ with 
($i, Yi) EJ’*; that is, anet (s,,),, s,,~,) exists in V such that (s,,) determines 
bi and (s,,,) determines yi.From Lemma 2, (s,,+, A sa,(J determines 
41 A h =f and (s,,~~ A &.yz ) determines y1 A yz = g and then (f, g) E U*. 
Similarly onecan prove that (V* v V*) E U*. 
THEOREM 5. If 92 is coarser than 3!,, on(s’ ES: s’ <s} for a/l sE S, then 
%l is coarser than eO on {yEL,: y<x} for aNxELl. 
Proof. Use Theorem 2 with X=LI, YY=$~~ a,,,=,, D=S, %=al, 
%==O,L,. 
COROLLARY 4. Let Q be coarser than %,, on {s’ ES: s’ <s} for all sE S. 
Assume that (x,) tL1 is a net such that x, --% x and admitting a  upper 
bound bE L1. Under these conditions it follows that xE L, and x, -% x. 
ProoJ: From the previous theorem we know that a,, is finer than @, 
on {ye L, : y < 6). It follows that the net (x,) is %i-Cauchy being 
4!&-converging. Finally one can conclude the proof by means of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 5. Let 22 be coarser than a,, on {s’ ES: s’ <s> for all sE S. 
Zf S is dense in (L,, %$), then L, is an ideal ofL,. 
Proof: Being L, a sublattice of LO, it is an ideal inLO if and only if it 
is true that from XE L,, y E L,, and y <x it follows that YE L,. Since we 
are assuming S dense in (L,, 4$,), let (s,) c S such that s, 3 y. It follows 
that L, 3 s, A x -% x A y = y and from the previous corollary oneobtains 
YEL,. 
We shall conclude with some remarks connecting the results here 
obtained with the theory of integration. We shall refer to the book by 
Bhaskara R o and Bhaskara R o. 
Let ,u be a content defined ona field 9 of subsets ofa set 52. Let us 
denote by S the space of all F-simple p-integrable realfunctions; let us 
denote by LO the space of all totally p-measurable functions a dby %!,, and 
%, respectively, the uniformity defined on L, by the convergence in 
measure p (= hazy convergence) and the uniformity on S defined bythe 
norm Jn I4 d 114. 
Since we have that 
O<S,ES, (s,) determines 0 = s, & 0, 
evidently (L,, S, 9&,, 49) is a D-space. 
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The construction outlined in this paper gives the ordinary space L, and 
&I is determined by the usual L,-norm. The results (*), Proposition 2, 
Theorem 3, Corollary 5 here obtained, correspond neatly to the results 
(4.4.12), (4.4.13, IX), (4.4.20), (4.4.18) from [4]. In particular ou
Corollary 4 furnishes the dominated convergence theorem whereas 
Corollary 1 assumes importance in connection with the results contained in 
[7] concerning thecompleteness of function spaces. 
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